PRESS RELEASE // Bern, March 29, 2017

VillageOffice to Open First Coworking Space in Windisch
VillageOffice Cooperative is opening the first of its own coworking spaces in
Windisch. VillageOffice’s goal is to provide a country-wide network of coworking
spaces that are close to home, support flexible work schedules, create new
networking opportunities and reduce commute time.
In conjunction with its partner HIAG Immobilien and regional service providers, VillageOffice
converted Windisch’s Kunzwerk, formerly a spinning mill, into its first coworking space. The
project is being supported by Engagement Migros, the coordinating point for Sustainable
Mobility KOMO and the Innovation Fund of the Alternative Bank Switzerland.
Perfect Conditions in Windisch
The Kunzwerk VillageOffice offers 15 work stations for private individuals, startups and
companies that want to offer their employees the opportunity to spend home office days in a
professional environment near home. Conditions in Windisch’s Kunzwerk are perfect: The
area surrounding the Kunzareal is home to studios, offices, small enterprises and a lot of
commuters travelling to Zurich or Basel on a daily basis. “The lessons we learn in our
Windisch location will help us improve the rest of the VillageOffice locations throughout
Switzerland,” says Kunzwerk Local Host Emilie Etesi.
Work Where You Live
VillageOffice is constructing a tightly-knit network of coworking spaces close to home
throughout Switzerland. By working near home and becoming an active member of the
community, employees improve their quality of life and companies gain better networks and
a fresh perspective. The environment and society, for their part, benefit from reduced
commuter traffic and CO2 emissions and from increased local value creation.
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What is VillageOffice?
VillageOffice serves as an incubator for inspired, efficient and environmentally-friendly
workplaces throughout Switzerland. The cooperative bridges the gap between urban and
rural environments, driven by a win-win dynamic: Win-win for employer and employee,
win-win for the city and the country, win-win for people and nature. Coworking should not be
confined to cities. VillageOffice’s vision is to bring the workplace to the people, to reduce
commute time and to create a local community that promotes a collaborative,
inter-connected workplace. VillageOffice wants to give people more time for their work, for
creativity and communication, for family and friends, and for hobbies.
Questions?
VillageOffice is happy to answer any questions you may have or to put you in touch with its
main partners.
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